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Abstract
Sometimes it is more natural to express knowledge in disjunctive Datalog rather than in or-
dinary Datalog. Several highly complex variants of disjunctive Datalog have been proposed in
the past and their expressive power has been studied. In this paper we investigate tractable
fragments of disjunctive Datalog. Algorithms are presented to answer queries defined using
these fragments and their complexity analyzed. Furthermore, the expressive power of these
tractable subsets is studied. The most expressive of the languages considered here is shown
to express, in some sense explained in the paper, all polynomial time queries. This is the first
identified fragment of disjunctive Datalog with this property. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc.
All rights reserved.
Keywords: Disjunctive logic programming; Head-cycle-free programs; Non-deterministic
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1. Introduction
In recent years, much attention has been paid to the issue of complexity and ex-
pressive power of logic-based query languages for databases. Logic-based formal-
isms are well-suited for expressing database queries. For instance, Datalog, the
language of function-free universally quantified definite clauses, has been extensively
studied as a query language for relational databases [36]. Datalog semantics relies on
its unique least model: an atom is declared true w.r.t. a given Datalog program if and
only if it belongs to its least model. Based on this semantics, Datalog has been shown
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to naturally express monotonic properties of finite structures encoded in relational
databases (e.g., graph connectivity). Moreover, querying databases through Datalog
rules is a tractable computational task: indeed its data complexity (i.e., the complex-
ity of querying a database DB through a Datalog program P when the program is
considered fixed and the size of DB varies [39]) is polynomial.
However, Datalog does not express many interesting low-complexity queries, like,
for instance, the parity query [11] – see also [23]. (Given a relation R, is the cardinal-
ity of R even or odd?)
A way to overcome the limits of Datalog expressive power is to generalize the syn-
tax and the semantics of rules, and try to obtain more powerful languages.
Disjunctive Datalog (DD) is a generalization of Datalog where the heads of clauses
may consist of disjunctions of atoms and negation is allowed in rules’ bodies. Adding
disjunction and negation to Datalog significantly enhances its flexibility and expres-
sive power [13,16,22]. Several alternative semantics have been proposed to assign
meaning to DD programs [14,28]. All these semantics, however, agree in identifying
the set of stable models [32] as the intended reference structure for defining the truth
valuation of atoms w.r.t. stratified disjunctive Datalog (ST DD) programs [31,32].
ST DD programs will be formally defined shortly, but intuitively, a DD program
is stratified if it specifies no recursion through negation.
Since DD programs generally have multiple stable models, truth valuation can be
defined according to two deterministic reasoning schemes, that are summarized next:
• Skeptical reasoning: a conclusion is valid if it is entailed by all stable models.
• Brave reasoning: a conclusion is valid if it is entailed by at least one stable model.
Eiter et al. [16] studied the complexity and the expressive power of ST DD. Their
results show that the data complexity of brave reasoning on ST DD programs is a
RP2 -complete task, whereas skeptical reasoning is P
P
2 -complete. Perhaps surprisingly,
the same complexity results characterize negation-free DD programs.
On the expressibility side, all R2P queries can be expressed using ST DD programs
under brave reasoning. This latter expressibility result does not hold for negation-
free DD programs: indeed, Eiter et al. [16] prove that there is no negation-free
DD program that expresses the parity query.
Therefore, it can be concluded that ST DD is a very powerful logic-based query
language. However, the complexity of reasoning with such a formalism is so high
that querying a database through an ST DD program becomes quickly infeasible
as the size of the input database grows. It is therefore natural to look for tractable
(i.e., polynomial-time) fragments of disjunctive logic programs, possibly featuring
a good degree of expressibility.
Non-disjunctive Datalog is one restriction giving tractability of query answering,
but, as we have already pointed out, its expressive power does not appear sucient.
The same holds for Datalog with negation under the well-founded semantics [38],
which can be computed in polynomial time but does not express all polynomial-time
queries [37] (see also [20]).
Note that the complexity of highly expressive variants of DD is influenced by the
fact that the reference structure for truth valuation (both for the brave and for the
skeptical reasoning tasks) is a set of possibly exponentially many intended models.
Thus, one could try to avoid this source of complexity by considering only one of this
intended models as the reference structure for truth valuation. This choice introduces
non-determinism in the semantics since it states that a disjunctive query may have
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more than one possible outcome on a given input database and all these possible out-
comes are considered acceptable answers [1]. In other words we refer to the following
reasoning task:
• Non-deterministic reasoning: find an arbitrary stable model M of the input pro-
gram; then, a conclusion is valid if it is entailed by M.
Note that the reference model M is chosen first, and then valid conclusions can be
derived.
Non-determinism often naturally arises in database applications (see, for instance,
Refs. [2,21] and, in particular, Ref. [3, Section 2]). Even if traditional database lan-
guages are constructed upon deterministic reasoning schemes, there are both theoret-
ical and practical arguments in favor of adopting non-determinism [3]. From a
practical viewpoint, there are queries that are ‘‘inherently’’ non-deterministic and
whose expression with deterministic languages would be unreasonably complex
and probably inecient. For instance, ‘‘Give me a hotel in Rome within two blocks
of distance from the Pantheon’’ appears to be a completely natural query to ask, and
indeed it implies non-determinism in its answer. Other examples come from graph
theory. For instance, ‘‘Find a 2-coloring of the input graph’’. From a theoretical
viewpoint, non-determinism gives some advantages in terms of expressive power
and complexity. As already stated with reference to polynomial time queries, it is
well known that it is very dicult to design deterministic languages that are able
to express low complexity classes of queries [24]. This is no longer true with non-
deterministic semantics: in this case it is possible to design languages that are able
to capture interesting classes of queries of low complexity [2].
Unfortunately, even querying through negation-free DD programs under non-
deterministic reasoning is computationally intractable. Indeed, it is computationally
equivalent to finding an arbitrary stable model of the input program. This task was
proved hard for PNPOlog n in Ref. [7], even for negation-free DD programs, and
therefore to require exponential time, unless PNP. Therefore, shifting from deter-
ministic to non-deterministic semantics is not enough to guarantee tractability of
query processing: restrictions on syntax are also needed.
In fact, the results in Ref. [6] imply that non-deterministic reasoning can be imple-
mented in polynomial time for stratified head cycle free DD (SH DD) programs.
Intuitively, head-cycle-freeness disallows recursion through (not necessarily distinct)
predicate names occurring in the same rule head.
The main purpose of this paper is similar to that of Refs. [16,18], where the
expressive power of highly complex fragments of disjunctive logic programs have
been analyzed. Our primary aim is to study the complexity and the expressive power
of tractable fragments of disjunctive logic programs.To this end, we shall define
some new fragments of disjunctive logic programs for which we provide ecient
algorithms for query answering.
We will focus on using non-deterministic DD programming for expressing polyno-
mial-time deterministic queries. We shall mainly focus on the so-called functional frag-
ment [2] of DD queries (denoted funcDD). Intuitively, funcDD consists in a set of
pairs hP ; ci,1 where P is a DD program and c is a predicate name, such that the truth
value of atoms with predicate name c is independent of the chosen stable model.
1 Such a pair will be called query form in the following.
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The class of SH DD will be the starting point of our investigation. Our first result
is that there exist (deterministic) polynomial-time queries which cannot be expressed
by funcSH DD, hereby showing that the functional fragment of SH DD programs
does not allow expressing all polynomial-time queries. Therefore, we shall define a
new fragment of disjunctive logic programs, called sB DD, and study its computa-
tional properties. We will also introduce a class of disjunctive programs, called
SPH DD, of intermediate generality between SH DD and sB DD.
The class SPH DD is obtained by relaxing the head-cycle-freeness condition to al-
low a predicate name to appear more than once in a single clause head subject to
certain constraints. We will show that SPH DD allows us to realize the Witness
operator introduced by Abiteboul et al. [2].
The class sB DD is formed by generalizing SPH DD programs through a restrict-
ed use of a monadic function symbol s. Note that the introduction of the function
symbol s represents a departure from standard disjunctive Datalog, where functors
are not allowed. However, we shall devise a method by which the presence in the pro-
grams of terms constructed with s do not influence termination and polynomial-time
complexity of querying under non-deterministic reasoning.
We will show that for both SPH DD and sB DD programs non-deterministic rea-
soning can be implemented in polynomial time. Moreover, we prove our main result
that the functional fragment of sB DD allows expressing all polynomial-time queries.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present some preliminary
concepts and introduce SH DD programs. In Section 3 we first prove that the func-
tional fragment of SH DD programs does not express all polynomial time queries,
and then relax the condition on head-cycle-freeness to obtain the more general class
SPH DD and present an algorithm for computing a stable model of programs in this
class. The class of sB DD programs is introduced in Section 4, where we also present
an evaluation algorithm for these programs and discuss both their computational
complexity and expressive power. Related work is discussed in Section 5 and conclu-
sive remarks are reported in Section 6. For the reader’s convenience, we list in
Appendix A the main concepts defined in this paper, including all the fragments
of DD that we discuss. All proofs can be found in Appendix B.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we present preliminary concepts and results that will be used later
in this paper. We assume that the reader is familiar with basic complexity theory. An
excellent source of information on this subject can be found in Ref. [25].
2.1. Relational databases and queries
We follow Chandra and Harel [9,10] and define queries as transformations defined
on relational databases.
Let U be some ‘‘universal’’ domain of constants. A relational database is a struc-
ture DB of the form D;R1; . . . ;Rk, where D  U is a finite set of domain constants
and Ri is a relation of arity ai over D for some ai (i.e., Ri  Dai ). DB is said to be of
type a  a1; . . . ; ak. The set D is called the active domain of the database. For any
relation Ri, aRi will denote its arity ai.
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Definition 2.1 (Computable query – from Ref. [9]). A computable query of type a! b
is a mapping
Q : fDB j DB is of type ag ! 2Ub
satisfying the following constraints:
(i) if DB  D;R1; . . . ;Rk then QDB  Db;
(ii) Q is partial recursive;
(iii) Q is generic, i.e., for each bijection q over D; qQDB  QqDB.
Thus, a query is a computable, generic,2 and well-typed mapping that takes a
database as the input and returns a relation as the output.
Having defined computable queries, we draw our attention to their complexity.
The complexity of queries is defined in terms of the query output tuple (QOT) prob-
lem [10]: Given a database DB and a tuple t of arity b, decide if t belongs to QDB.
Definition 2.2 (C-recognizable query). Let C be a complexity class and Q be a query.
Then Q is C-recognizable if the associated QOT is in C. The class DB–C is then the
collection of all C-recognizable queries.
In this paper, we will be particularly interested in DB–P, i.e., the class of polyno-
mial time queries.
The expressive power of a formalism for querying relational databases under a
given reasoning scheme is given by the set of queries it defines. Interesting classes
of queries for classifying the expressive power of query languages are those defined
by database complexity classes.
Definition 2.3 (Capturing a complexity class – see [19,24]). We say that a language L
captures a database complexity class DB–C if the set of queries defined by expres-
sions from L coincides with DB–C.
2.2. Syntax of disjunctive programs
We will refer to a disjunctive Datalog (DD) program as a finite set of rules of the
form
C1 j C2 j    j Cn  A1; . . . ;Am; not B1; . . . ; not Bk 1
where all the A’s, B’s, and C’s are atoms over a first-order language with no function
symbols.3 The B’s are called negated atoms, the A’s, atoms. A rule such that
m  k  0 is called a (disjunctive) fact. If n  1 then the rule is definite. If n P 2,
the rule is non-definite or disjunctive. A DD program is a negation-free DD program
if, for each of its rules, k  0. Analogously to the case of relations, for any predicate
name p (resp., atom A), ap (resp., aA) denotes the arity of p (resp., A).
A general dependency graph GGP of a DD program P is a directed labeled graph in
which:
2 In other words, constants are uninterpreted.
3 We will relax this condition in the next sections.
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• each rule and each predicate in P is a node;
• there is a positive (resp., negative) arc labeled l directed from a predicate node p to
a rule node d if p appears positively (resp., negatively) in the body of d, and a pair
of arcs, the first, labeled l, directed from d to p and the second, labeled l0, directed
from p to d, if p appears in the head of d.
GGP does not contain direct arcs from a predicate to a predicate. There are two
types of arcs: from a predicate to a rule and from a rule to a predicate. The arcs
of the first type may be either positive or negative, while the arcs of the second type
are always positive.
In the following we will also use a second graph GP associated to a DD program
P, called the dependency graph of P. GP , which is actually a subgraph of GGP , is de-
fined as follows. The nodes of GP are the same as the nodes of GGP . Arcs of GP are
those arcs labeled l in GGP . The positive dependency graph of P, GP , is the maximal
subgraph of GP containing only positive arcs.
A directed cycle in GP (resp., GGP ) is called negative if it contains at least one neg-
ative arc. We recall that a strongly connected component C of a directed graph G is a
maximal subgraph of G such that for each pair of nodes v1 and v2 in C, C contains
both a directed path from v1 to v2 and a directed path from v2 to v1.
Given a directed graph G, a path in G is called non-trivial if it contains at least one
edge.
Definition 2.4 (Limited and extended component). Let P be a DD program. A limit-
ed-component (l-component) of P is a set of all rules of P appearing in some strongly
connected component of GGP . An extended component (e-component) is an l-compo-
nent associated with some strongly connected component C of GGP plus all the rules
whose heads contain some predicates appearing in C.
In the following, we shall often make use of the word ‘‘component’’ to refer to
both l-components and to e-components. A component is called negative if its cor-
responding strongly connected component in GGP contains negative arcs, and posi-
tive, otherwise. A rule d is recursive if it belongs to at least one cycle in GP . A
predicate name participating into a recursion cycle is called recursive predicate.
2.2.1. Stratified programs
Next, we recall the definition of stratified program.
Definition 2.5 (Stratified program [32]). A stratified DD (ST DD) program is a DD
program where it is possible to partition the set S of predicate names into subsets
fS0; . . . ; Srg, called strata, such that for each rule d of the form (1):
(i) all the predicate names that appear in the head of d belong to the same stratum
Sc,
(ii) the strata indexes associated with the predicate names of positive literals in the
body of d are not bigger than c, and
(iii) the strata indexes associated with the predicate names of negative literals in
the body of d are strictly smaller than c.
So, each ST DD program P is associated with at least one partition of its predicate
names into strata. For every stratification fS0; . . . ; Srg of P’s predicate names (r P 1),
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we can partition the rules of P into corresponding subsets fP1; . . . ; Prg, called levels,
such that Pi contains the rules having in their head predicates that are in the stratum
Si. (We assume w.l.o.g. that S0 contains the predicates appearing in the head of no
rules.)
Proposition 2.6. A disjunctive program P is stratified if and only if GGP does not con-
tain negative cycles (i.e., all components of P are positive).
Definition 2.7 (Semi-positive programs). An ST DD program P is called semi-positive
if for each predicate name p that appears negatively in the body of a rule in P, there
is no rule in P where p appears in the head.
Clearly, any semi-positive program P can be partitioned into two strata.
2.2.2. Head-cycle-free programs
A characteristics making DD programs evaluable in polynomial time in head-
cycle-freeness, defined next.
Definition 2.8 (Head-cycle-free program [5,6]). A DD program P is head-cycle-free
(H DD) if for every two predicate names p and q, if p and q are on a positive cycle
in the dependency graph GP then there is no rule in P in which both p and q appear
in the head; moreover, there is no rule in P where the same predicate name appears
more than once in the head.
Head-cycle freeness can be checked eciently.
Proposition 2.9 (From Ref. [6]). Head-cycle freeness of a disjunctive program P can
be checked in time On, where n is the number of symbols in P.
Definition 2.10 (Stratified head-cycle-free program). A DD program which is both
stratified and head-cycle-free will be called a stratified head-cycle-free DD (SH
DD) program.
The ground instantiation of P, denoted grP , is obtained from the rules of P by
consistently substituting each variable with constants appearing in P. Note that mul-
tiple occurrences of the same ground atom in the head of an instance are eliminated
in grP . For each grounded DD program, we can define the (ground) dependency
graph as in the case of disjunctive programs, by replacing the words ‘‘predicate
name’’ with the words ‘‘ground atom’’. The definition of locally head-cycle-free
DD (LH DD) program is then obtained from the definition of H DD program by
considering the ground dependency graph in the place of the dependency graph
and by replacing the words ‘‘predicate name’’ with ‘‘ground atom’’.
2.3. Semantics of disjunctive programs
Let P be a DD program. The Herbrand base HP of P is the set of all ground
atoms that can be formed out of symbols appearing in P. A subset H of HP violates
a rule d in P if for some grounded instance of d, all the positive atoms in the body of
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the instance belong to H, none of the negative atoms in its body belong to H, and
none of the atoms in the head of the instance belongs to H. A model for a DD pro-
gram P is a subset M of HP which does not violate any rule from P. A model of a
program P is minimal if it is not properly contained in any other model of P.
Several dierent semantics have been proposed for disjunctive programs (e.g.,
Refs. [28,29,32]). Notably, all these semantics agree on identifying the set of stable
models of a ST DD program as the reference structure to define its intended mean-
ing. Intuitively, a model for a disjunctive program is stable if it is minimal and each
atom in the model can be proved using the rules in the program. Formally:
Definition 2.11 (Stable model). Let P be a grounded DD program. For any subset S
of atoms in HP , define P S to be the program obtained from P by deleting:
(i) all formulae of the form ‘‘not B’’ where B 62 S from the body of each rule, and
(ii) each rule that has in its body a formula ‘‘not B’’ for some B 2 S.
If S is one of the minimal models of P S (note that P S has no ‘‘not’’), then we say
that S is a stable model of P. To apply the definition to a DD program with variables,
we first have to replace it with its ground instantiation.
In this paper we will focus on query answering using stable models. In general, a
DD program may have none, one or several stable models. For any DD program P,
let SMP  be the set of its stable models. Moreover, for any set S, let one of be a
fixed non-deterministic choice mapping over S, i.e., one of S is a non-deterministic-
ally chosen element of S. Note that two distinct applications of one of to S may
possibly return two dierent elements of S as the result.
Next, we explain how a given disjunctive program defines a query. So, let DB be a
relational database of type a. Note that DB can be seen as negation-free DD
program PDB in the following fairly simple manner:
PDB  fRx  j x 2 R and R is a relation of DBg
Definition 2.12 (DD query form). A DD query form is a pair hP ; ci, where P is DD
program, and c is a predicate name.4
A DD query form defines three dierent queries on relational databases of type a,
depending on whether skeptical, brave or non-deterministic reasoning is assumed:
Definition 2.13 (Queries defined by a DD query form). The following queries of type
a! ac are defined using the query form hP ; ci:
(i) Skeptical query: hP ; cisDB  fx j cx 2
T
M2SMP[PDBMg
(ii) Brave query: hP ; cibDB  fx j cx 2
S
M2SMP[PDBMg
(iii) Non-deterministic query: let one of be a fixed non-deterministic choice
mapping, as described above, then:
hP ; cinDB  fx j cx 2 one of SMP [ PDBg
In this paper, we will use non-deterministic semantics to express deterministic
queries. Therefore, we define next the functional fragment of DD query forms.
4 c is called carrier in Ref. [11].
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Definition 2.14 (Functional fragment). The functional fragment of DD query forms is
denoted funcDD and is defined as the subset of DD query forms hP ; ci such that for
any input database DB, 8M1; M2 2 SMP [ PDB, fx j cx 2 M1g  fx j cx 2 M2g.
A query form which belongs to the functional fragment of some DD query lan-
guage will be called a a functional query form. Note that for any functional query
form hP ; ci and for any input database DB, hP ; cisDB  hP ; cibDB  hP ; cinDB.
Table 1 summarizes expressive results regarding query classes of interest in this
paper. The symbol  is used here to denote strict set containment. Thus, the symbol
 indicates that the corresponding containment is not known to be strict. The row
regarding non-deterministic reasoning refers to expressive power of the functional
fragment of the languages. Data complexity results for the languages of interest
are summarized in Table 2. Here, the specified complexity bounds of non-determin-
istic reasoning are achieved by a specific implementation of one of .
In general, if a query languageL captures a database complexity class DB–C then
L will express queries whose corresponding QOT is a complete task for C. On the
converse, the fact that L allows expressing queries whose corresponding QOT is a
complete task for C does not imply that L captures DB–C (for instance, this is
the case for negation-free DD under skeptical reasoning: indeed, Ref. [16] shows that
this language does not express the parity query under brave reasoning, whereas its
data complexity is RP2 -complete).
3. Pseudo-head-cycle-free programs
Ben-Eliyahu and Palopoli [6] have shown that the set of queries expressed by the
functional fragment of SH DD is included in DB–P. We now strengthen this result
by showing that this containment is strict. The following theorem is relevant:
Table 1
Expressive power of various DD query languages
neg.-free DD ST DD SH DD
brave DB-RP2 [16]  DB-RP2 [16] DB-NP [18]
skeptical DB-PP2 [16]  DB-PP2 [16] DB-coNP [18]
non-deter. DB-DP2 [7] DB-DP2 [7]  DB–P [6]
Table 2
Data complexity of various DD query languages
neg.-free DD ST DD SH DD
brave RP2 -comp. [16] R
P
2 -comp. [16] NP-comp. [6]
skeptical PP2 -comp. [15] P
P
2 -comp. [15] coNP-comp. [6]
non-deter. PNPOlog n-hard [7] PNPOlog n-hard [7] P [6]
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Theorem 3.1. Every SH DD program P can be transformed in polynomial time into a
ST DD program P 0 such that for each relational database DB, the stable model of
P 0
S
PDB is also a stable model of P
S
PDB.
Since ST DD programs cannot express all polynomial-time queries, Theorem 3.1
implies the following:
Theorem 3.2. There exists a query in DB–P which cannot be expressed in func(SH
DD).
This means that adding non-deterministic tractable disjunction to Datalog is not
enough to bridge the gap towards DB–P: indeed, such a language encodes a too
weak type of non-determinism to allow expressing all polynomial time queries.
The main aim of this paper is indeed the definition of the class of so called sB
DD programs whose functional fragment can be implemented in polynomial time
and, at the same time, allows expressing all queries in DB–P. We begin by defining
a class of intermediate generality between SH DD and sB DD.
Definition 3.3 (PH DD program). A DD program P is pseudo-head-cycle-free (PH
DD) if the following conditions hold:
(i) for each two distinct predicate names p and q, if p and q are on a directed cycle
in GP , then there is no rule in P in which both p and q appear in the head;
(ii) for each predicate name p, if GP contains a non-trivial path from p to itself,
then there is no rule in P in which p appears in the head more than once.
Note that the first condition of PH DD programs coincides with the condition of
H DD programs but restricted to distinct predicate names. The second condition al-
lows multiple occurrences of the same predicate name in the head of a rule subject to
a constraint that atoms with this predicate name do not influence each other.
Interestingly, SPH DD programs are powerful enough to express the Witness op-
erator [1], which has been defined to introduce non-determinism in query languages
based on first-order fixpoint logics.
Example 3.4. In this example we show how the Witness operator [1] can be expressed
using SPH DD programs. Witness can be defined as follows. Given a relation
RX ; Y , the Witness of R on Y, WR;Y X ; Y , returns a (non-deterministically chosen)
maximal subset of R where the functional dependency X ! Y holds. In particular,
WR;;X ; Y , or in short, WitRX ; Y  returns an arbitrary tuple form R. The Witness
of R on Y can be expressed using the following SPH DD query form hPWit;WitR;Y i,
where PWit consists of the following rules:
pairsX ; Y  j pairsX ;Z  RX ; Z;RX ; Y ; Y 6 Z:
WitR;Y X ; Y   RX ; Y ; not pairsX ; Y :
Assume that the input database DB contains the relation R. It is then easily seen that
every stable model of PWit
S
PDB encodes, as the extension associated to the predicate
name WitR;Y , a possible outcome of WR;Y X ; Y , and, vice versa, each possible outcome
of WR;Y X ; Y  is encoded in some stable model of PWit
S
PDB as the extension
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associated to the predicate name WitR;Y . This query can be easily generalized for a
relation R of arbitrary arity, in which case X and Y are vectors of variables. Note
that the Witness query is not SH DD because the predicate ‘‘pairs’’ appears twice
in the head of the first rule. However, this query is SPH DD.
From this point on, for simplicity, we will sometimes use the Witness operator as a
macro within SPH DD programs and their generalizations (in particular, within sB
DD programs). Another interesting example of an SPH DD program appears in
Appendix C.
As with head-cycle-freeness, pseudo-head-cycle-freeness is an easy property to
check.
Proposition 3.5. Pseudo-head-cycle-freeness of a DD program P of size n can be
checked in time On.
Given a directed graph G and a set of nodes Y in the graph, X  Y will be called a
source of Y if
(i) all the nodes in X belong to the same strongly connected component of G, and
(ii) for each node A in Y ÿ X , there is no directed path in G from A to any of the
nodes in X.
Next, we introduce the algorithm MFstrat (MF for ‘‘model finder’’), which is
shown in Fig. 3, that, given a SPH DD program P and a set of ground atoms E, con-
structs a stable model of P
SfA j A 2 Eg in time polynomial in the size of E. The
following procedures and functions are (either directly or undirectly) invoked by
MFstrat:
• MFSP , shown in Fig. 1, that given a semi-positive PH program P and a set of
ground atoms E, computes a stable model of P
SfA j A 2 Eg;5
• SMF (SMF for ‘‘simple model finder’’), shown in Fig. 2, that receives a set of
ground disjunctive facts D as the input and produces a minimal model of D;
• headd, that receives a rule instance d and returns the set of its head atoms;
• head-outd;X , that, given a rule instance d and a set of predicate names X, returns
the set of atoms that (1) appear in the head of d and (2) their predicate names do
not belong to X;
• name-head-outd;X , that given a rule instance d and a set of predicate names
X, returns the set of predicate names that appear in the head of d but do not belong
to X;
• head-inst-outd;X , that, given a rule instance d and a set of predicate names X,
returns the rule instance d0 such that the body of d0 is empty and the head of d0
contains all atoms that (1) appear in the head of d and (2) their predicate names
do not belong to X.
The basic idea used in the algorithm MFstrat is to partition the program according
to its stratification and then call the algorithm MFSP on each level of the program.
The following theorems state the correctness and the complexity of MFstrat.
5 The algorithm MFSP can be seen as a variant of the Elimination Algorithm for SH programs [6],
adapted to the case of semi-positive PH programs.
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Theorem 3.6 (MFstrat is correct). Let P be an SPH DD program and E be a set of
ground atoms. Then, MFstrat applied to P and E generates a stable model of
P
SfA j A 2 Eg.
Fig. 2. Procedure SMF.
Fig. 1. The model finding procedure for semi-positive PH programs.
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Theorem 3.7. Let P be an SPH DD program and E be a set of ground atoms. Then,
MFstrat applied to P and E runs in polynomial time in the size of E.
As far as the expressive power of funcSPH DD queries is concerned, we note that
it immediately follows from the previous theorem that funcSPH DD expresses a
subset of polynomial-time queries. However, we are not able to tell whether this sub-
set is proper or not. We conjecture that the containment is indeed strict, but we are
not able to provide a proof of this fact and, therefore, we leave it as an open
question.
4. s-Bounded disjunctive programs
In this section we define the class of s-Bound (sB) DD programs, give an algo-
rithm that answers sB queries under non-deterministic reasoning and discuss both
complexity and expressive power of sB queries.
To this aim, in this section, we do the following:
• We begin by defining sDD programs as a generalization of Datalog1s programs
[4];
• We generalize the concepts of X- and Y-rules (Definition 4.2), priming (Definition
4.4) and the related concept of XY-stratification (Definition 4.5) [40] to sDD
programs;
• We define XY-SPH programs as sDD programs that are both XY-stratified and
SPH (Definition 4.8);
• Finally, using the introduced concepts, we define sB DD programs (Definition
4.13) as a generalization of XY-SPH DD programs and study their computational
characteristics (main results given as Theorems (4.16)–(4.18)).
The interest of the class of sB queries relies in the fact that, as we show in this pa-
per, its functional fragment expresses all polynomial-time queries and, moreover,
this is the first fragment of disjunctive logic programming with no additional con-
struct for non-determinism which is proved to feature this property.
An s-disjunctive Datalog (sDD) program P is a set of rules of the form
C1 j C2 j    j Cn  A1; . . . ;Am; not B1; . . . ; not Bk 2
where all the A’s, B’s, and C’s are atoms over a first-order language containing a dis-
tinguished constant, say 0, and where the only allowed function symbol is the unary
functor s. Only the following function terms are allowed in sDD programs:
• sX , where X is a variable or the constant 0.
• st, where t is an allowed function term.
Moreover, the following constraint is to be met:
• Function terms can only appear as a special argument of predicates, put at the
leftmost position among predicate arguments; this special argument is called stage
argument.
We note that the definition above is similar to that of Datalog1s [4], a major dif-
ference being that in Datalog1s disjunction is not allowed. Clearly, each DD program
is an sDD program. Note, moreover, that all the definitions which refer to predicate
names of programs and associated results presented for DD programs carry over to
sDD programs. For instance, the definition of PH DD program and the definitions
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of dependency and general dependency graphs and related results apply for sDD
programs since these definitions manipulate with predicate names and not ground
atoms. Here is an example of sDD program.
Example 4.1 (Graph 2-colorability). Consider the query form hP2Col; errori, where
the program P2Col is as follows:
1 edgeY ;X   edgeX ; Y 
2 vertexX   edgeX ; Y 
3 color0;X ; r  WitvertexX 
4 errorI  colorI ;X ;C; colorI ; Y ;C; edgeX ; Y 
5 colorsI; Y ; g  colorI ;X ; r; edgeX ; Y ; not errorI;
not coloredI ; Y 
6 colorsI; Y ; r  colorI ;X ; g; edgeX ; Y ; not errorI;
not coloredI ; Y 
7 coloredsI;X   coloredI ;X ; colorsI; Y ;C
8 coloredI ;X   colorI ;X ;C
This program implements a simple BFS algorithm for solving the 2-colorability
problem for connected graphs (r stands for ‘‘red’’ whereas g stands for ‘‘green’’).
It is easily seen that the input graph, encoded in the input database DB, is 2-color-
able if and only if hP2Col; errorin  ;.6 Indeed, the subprogram corresponding to the
input database will contain facts of the form edgea; b. The predicate color encodes
at which step the node was colored, and colored is the union of all steps in which the
node was already colored. For example, if colorsi0; 2; r holds then
coloredsj0; 2; r holds for every j P i. Rule (3) chooses non-deterministically a
starting node to be colored red. Here, note that the predicate Witvertex is unary just
because it realizes a non-deterministic choice over the extension of the unary predi-
cate vertex. In rules (5) and (6) colored is used for checking that the node we are cur-
rently coloring has not been already colored.
The stratification condition defined and used in previous sections can be general-
ized to define locally stratified DD (LS DD) programs [32] by referring to dependen-
cies among ground atoms as determined by rules of grounded programs, rather than
among predicate names. Next, we extend the concept of XY-stratification [40] to
sDD programs.
Definition 4.2 (X and Y rules). Let P be a sDD program. Let C be an e-component
of P and r be a recursive rule in C. Then r is called:
• an X-rule if all the stage arguments of r are the same variable, say J, which does
not appear elsewhere in r;
• an Y-rule if (i) some positive atom in the body of r has at stage argument a
variable J, (ii) all the atoms in the head of r have stage argument sJ, (iii) all
6 We recall that the subscript n denotes non-deterministic semantics.
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the remaining stage arguments are either J or sJ and (iv) J does not appear else-
where in r.
In Example 4.1, rules (3)–(8) form an e-component which we denote Ccol. Rules
(4) and (8) are X-rules, while rules (5)–(7) are Y-rules.
Definition 4.3 (XY-component). An e-component is an XY-component when all its
recursive rules are either X-rules or Y-rules.
The following definition is also an extended version of the corresponding defini-
tion presented in Ref. [40].
Definition 4.4 (Priming). p0 will be called the primed version of a predicate name p.
Given an XY-component C, its primed version C0 is constructed by priming certain
occurrences of recursive predicates in recursive rules as follows:
• non-recursive rules: the head predicates are primed,
• X-rules: all occurrences of recursive predicates are primed,
• Y-rules: the head predicates are primed, and so is every body predicate with stage
argument equal to that of the head.
The following is the primed version of Ccol:
3 color00;X ; r  WitvertexX 
4 error0I  color0I ;X ;C; color0I ; Y ;C; edgeX ; Y 
5 color0sI; Y ; g  colorI ;X ; r; edgeX ; Y ; not errorI;
not coloredI ; Y 
6 color0sI; Y ; r  colorI ;X ; g; edgeX ; Y ; not errorI;
not coloredI ; Y 
7 colored 0sI;X   coloredI ;X ; color0sI; Y ;C1
8 colored 0I ;X   color0I ;X ;C
Definition 4.5 (XY-stratified program). An XY-component C is said to be XY-strat-
ified when:
• The primed version of C is stratified.
• All atoms in the heads of non-recursive rules of C have at stage argument the same
constant 0.
An sDD program is said to be XY-stratified when all its negative e-components
are XY-stratified.
For instance, the following is a possible stratification of the primed version of Ccol:
Stratum 0 Witvertex, color, colored, error
Stratum 1 color0, colored 0, error0
It is easy to see that in the primed version of a component C, unprimed predicates
have lower stratum index than the corresponding primed ones. The strata containing
only primed predicates form a primed stratification of C.
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We can then build a local stratification of C, i.e., assign to each atom from HC,
the Herbrand base of C, a stratum index according to its primed stratification, as
follows.
Definition 4.6 (Stage stratification). Let r be the total number of strata in the primed
stratification of C, and let str0p denote a stratum number of the primed version of p
in the primed stratification. Then:
• all ground atoms with non-recursive predicate names belong to stratum 0;
• atoms with predicate name p and nesting n of function symbol s in the stage
argument have the stratum index n  r  str0p.
This partition will be called the stage stratification of HC.
The following theorem shows that, similarly to the non-disjunctive case, XY-
stratification of an sDD program P implies the existence of a local stratification of
P.
Theorem 4.7. If an sDD program is XY-stratified then it is locally stratified.
Observe that, for every XY-stratified sDD program P, it is possible to partition
the set S of predicate names of P into subsets fS0; . . . ; Srg, called XY-strata, such
that:
(i) for each rule belonging to some XY-component C,
• all recursive predicates of C have the same XY-stratum index x, and
• the XY-strata indexes of all non-recursive predicates of C are strictly smaller
than x;
(ii) for each rule d that does not belong to any XY-component,
• all atoms that appear in the head of d have the same XY-stratum index c,
• the XY-strata indexes associated with the positive body atoms are smaller than
or equal to c, and
• the XY-strata indexes associated with the negative body atoms are strictly
smaller than c.
Similarly, as in the case of an ordinary stratification, we can partition the set of
the rules of P into subsets fP1; . . . ; Prg, called XY-levels, such that Pi contains the
rules having in their heads predicates with XY-stratum index equal to i.
Definition 4.8 (XY-SPH-component). A component will be called XY-SPH if it is
both XY-stratified and PH. Likewise, a sDD program will be called XY-SPH if it
includes only XY-SPH components.
Let P be any XY-SPH program. Next, we define sBP , the s-Bounded version of
P, which is obtained from P by applying the transformation mapping sB .
We recall that it is well-known that some well-studied logic languages are not
expressive enough to generate a total ordering of input database domains. For exam-
ple, it is known that non-disjunctive stratified Datalog programs are not capable of
constructing set orderings [11]. However, it was shown that if a total ordering of the
input database domain is available, then non-disjunctive stratified Datalog can
express all polynomial time queries over the input database. We will use this result
shortly and hence its formal definition follows.
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Theorem 4.9 (From Ref. [30]). If an ordering of the active domain of a database DB
is available, then all polynomial time queries on DB can be expressed using non-disjunc-
tive stratified Datalog programs.
We will next show that XY-SPH DD programs are expressive enough to generate
an ordering of the active domain of the input database.
Let a be a fixed database type. Let R1; . . . ;Rn be the associated relation names.
The program Pord , whose purpose is, intuitively, that of non-deterministically gener-
ating an ordering of the constant domain, is defined as follows:
r1 thisDX  j thisDY   DX ;DY ;X 6 Y
r2 WitDX   DX ; not thisDX 
r3 succ0;X ;min  WitDX 
r4 candsI; Z; Y   succI ; Y ;X ;DZ; not usedI ; Z
r5 selectI ; Y ;X  j selectI ; Z;X   candI ; Y ;X ; candI ; Z;X ; Y 6 Z
r6 WitcandI ; Y ;X   candI ; Y ;X ; not selectI ; Y ;X 
r7 succI ; Y ;X   WitcandI ; Y ;X 
r8 usedI ;X   succI ; Y ;X 
r9 usedsI;X   usedI ;X ; succsI; Y ; Z
r10 successorY ;X   succI ; Y ;X ;X 6 min
r11 good0;X   DX 
r12 goodsY ;X   goodY ; Z; successorX ; Z
where min is a new constant symbol. Moreover, for each relation name Ri; Pord con-
tains aRi rules of the form
rRi DX   RiY1; . . . ; Yjÿ1;X ; Yj1; . . . ; YaRi
one for each possible position of the variable X over the arguments of Ri .
Intuitively, Pord works as follows. Rule r1 and rule r2 select one constant of the
domain. Then rule r2 makes this constant the first constant in the ordering being
built. The recursive rules of Cord implement an iterative procedure for ordering all
remaining domain constants. Rule r4 finds all domain constants that have not been
used in ordering so far, rules r5 and r6 select exactly one constant from those
found by rule r4, and r7 builds a new pair in the ordering using this new constant
and the constant chosen in the previous iteration. Rules r8 and r9 encode the fact
that the predicate name used stores all constants used in the ordering so far. Rule
r10 builds the relation successor.
Clearly, Pord is not stratified because it contains rules (r3)–(r9) which form a
negative component which we call Cord .
However, Pord is XY-SPH since it is PH and its only negative component, Cord , is
XY-stratified. Indeed, all recursive rules of Cord are either X-rules (r5; r6, r7 and r8)
or Y-rules (r4 and r9), and the primed version of Cord is stratified.
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Here is the primed version of Cord :
r30 succ00;X ;min  WitDX 
r40 cand 0sI; Z; Y   succI ; Y ;X ;DZ; not usedI ; Z
r50 select0I ; Y ;X  j select0I ; Z;X   cand 0I ; Y ;X ; cand 0I ; Z;X ; Y 6 Z
r60 Wit0candI ; Y ;X   cand 0I ; Y ;X ; not selectI ; Y ;X 
r70 succ0I ; Y ;X   Wit0candI ; Y ;X 
r80 used 0I ;X   succ0I ; Y ;X 
r90 used 0sI;X   usedI ;X ; succ0sI; Y ; Z
And here is a possible primed stratification of Cord :
Stratum 1 cand 0; select0
Stratum 2 Wit0cand;X ; succ
0; used 0
Next, we will show that each extension of the predicate successor in any
stable model of Pord encodes an ordering of the active domain, stored in the
predicate D.
Proposition 4.10. Let DB be an input database. Then, for every stable model M of
Pord [ PDB, the extension of the predicate successor in M encodes an ordering of the
database domain.
The following proposition is now immediate (follows from Proposition 4.10 and
by observing rules r11 and r12).
Proposition 4.11. For any input database DB, for any constant c, in any stable model
of Pord [ PDB the atom goodsk0; c holds only if k6 jDBj.
Having defined the program Pord , we can finally define the transformation sB and
the class of sB DD programs.
Definition 4.12 (s-Bounded version of a program). Let P be any XY-SPH program.
The program sBP , called the s-Bounded version of P, is defined as
sBP   Pord [ qP, where qP  is obtained from P by adding in the body of each
rule d of P one atom goodt;X  for each term t appearing as the stage argument
of some atom of d, where X is a variable not appearing elsewhere in d.
Note that the size of sBP is linear in the size of P.
Definition 4.13 (sB sDD program). A program P is an s-Bounded (sB) sDD program
if P  sBP 0 for some XY-SPH sDD program P 0.
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Due to the presence of function terms, sDD programs may have stable models
containing infinitely many atoms. We avoid this situation by imposing, in sB
programs, a bound on the maximum allowed nesting level of terms constructed by
applying the functor s.
Let A be an atom. Then lA is defined as the nesting of the stage argument of A
(equals ÿ1 if A does not contain a stage argument). Let M be a model of an sDD
program P. M jn is the subset of M defined as follows:
M jn  fA j A 2 M ; lA6 ng:
The semantics of sB programs is entirely ‘‘encoded’’ in atoms whose stage argument
has a nesting less than the size of the input database, as shown by the following
result.
Proposition 4.14. For any XY-SPH program P, for any input database DB, for any
stable model M of sBP  [ PDB, it holds that M  M jjDBj.
Let N be a set of atoms and P be an sDD program. Then NhP i denotes the set of
atoms belonging to N whose predicate names occur in P.
The following result, implied by Proposition 4.11, establishes a semantic corre-
spondence between P and sBP . It states that each stable model of sBP is the pro-
jection of some stable model of P obtained by excluding atoms with predicate names
not appearing in P and those whose stage argument have nesting greater than the
size of the input database.
Proposition 4.15. For any XY-SPH program P, for any input database DB, for any
stable model N of sBP [ PDB there exists a stable model M of P [ PDB such that
NhP[PDBi  M jjDBj.
Having defined sB DD programs, we turn to their computation under non-
deterministic reasoning.
We will introduce next an algorithm, called AsB, that takes an sB DD query form
hP ; ci, and a relational database DB as the inputs and answers the query defined by
hP ; ci under non-deterministic reasoning. We will show that the algorithm AsB runs
in polynomial time under the data complexity measure.
The algorithm AsB is shown in Fig. 4. It uses algorithms MFstrat (shown in Fig. 3)
and MFXY of Fig. 5. This latter algorithm computes a stable model for XY-SPH
components. The algorithm MFXY uses the function non-primed( ), which is defined
as follows: given a set of ground atoms X with primed and non-primed predicate
Fig. 3. The model finding algorithm for SPH DD programs.
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names, non-primed(X) returns the set of ground atoms in which each ground atom
of the form p0c1; c2; . . . ; cn is replaced by the ground atom pc1; c2; . . . ; cn. In other
words, this function replaces each primed ground atom by its corresponding non-
primed atom.
We are now ready to state the correctness and the computational complexity of
the algorithm AsB.
Theorem 4.16. Let DB be an input relational database. Let hP ; ci be an sB query form.
Then the algorithm AsB returns hP ; cinDB.
Theorem 4.17. Under the data complexity measure, the algorithm AsB runs in poly-
nomial time.
Fig. 5. The model finding algorithm for XY-SPH components.
Fig. 4. The algorithm for answering sB query forms under non-deterministic reasoning.
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The results above show that, under non-deterministic reasoning, the class of sB
DD queries can be computed in polynomial time. The following result states the
expressive power of its deterministic fragment.
Theorem 4.18. funcsB captures DB–P.
Before closing this section, we address the following interesting issue. Let P be a
XY-SPH program. Is it possible to decide if the application of the transformation
sB(_) to a program P is necessary?
Thus, define a program P to be sB-equivalent if for each stable model M of P there
is a stable model M 0 of sBP  such that M and M 0 store the same extensions for pred-
icate names of P and vice versa. The following result shows that, in general, it is not
possible to check if a program is sB-equivalent.
Proposition 4.19. Let P be XY-SPH. Then, it is undecidable whether P is sB-
equivalent.
5. Related work
In this section we give a brief survey of known results which are most relevant to
ours.
Chandra and Harel [9,10] provide a foundational study about various aspects
connected with the complexity of query languages. In Ref. [11], Chandra and Harel
study the expressive power of Datalog, Datalog with negation allowed only on base
relations, and stratified Datalog. They relate the expressive power of these languages
to that of variants of fixpoint logics. Kolaitis [26] shows that stratified Datalog is less
powerful than first order fixpoint logics, whose power coincides, in turn, with that of
well-founded semantics (and both are less than DB–P). Schlipf [33] studies the
expressive power of total stable model and well-founded model semantics for non-
disjunctive Datalog programs. In particular, he shows that total stable model seman-
tics applied to Datalog programs with unrestricted negation allows expressing all
coNP queries under skeptical reasoning. All these papers [9–11,26,33] do not consider
disjunctive Datalog.
Eiter et al. [16] have studied the expressive power of highly complex variants of
disjunctive Datalog under various total deterministic semantics. Eiter et al. [18] de-
veloped a similar study by considering partial semantics. They show that the most
powerful semantic variants of disjunctive Datalog express all RP3 queries. Whereas
the main purpose of this paper is similar to that of [16,18], we consider tractable
fragments of disjunctive logic programming instead of studying highly complex
ones.
Abiteboul et al. [2] argue that sometimes it is advisable to adopt non-deterministic
query languages even if one is interested in deterministic queries, as we do here. Sim-
ilar themes are developed in more extensive form in Ref. [3]. The authors of Ref. [2]
study the expressive power of various query languages having non-deterministic con-
structs, including fixpoint logics enriched with Witness. They show that the deter-
ministic fragment of fixpoint logics plus Witness expresses all queries in DB–P.
Thus, the deterministic fragment of fixpoint logics plus Witness has the same
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expressive power of our funcsBDD. The syntax and the semantics of languages pre-
sented in [2] are quite dierent from ours. We believe that disjunctive logic program-
ming is often more intuitive and natural to use than first order fixpoint logics plus
witness, in a way much similar to what happens with non-disjunctive Datalog as
opposed to positive existential fixpoint logics.
Ben-Eliyahu and Dechter [5] were the first to identify the class of H DD programs.
They have shown that the problem of computing a stable model of a program in this
class is reduced in polynomial time to the problem of computing a model of a prop-
ositional theory. Ben-Eliyahu and Palopoli [6] have introduced the elimination algo-
rithm, which finds a stable model of an SH propositional DD program. The
algorithms presented in this paper make use of the basic idea behind that algorithm.
Cadoli and Lenzerini [8] present a detailed analysis of the complexity of various form
of non-monotonic reasoning on various fragments of propositional logic. Some of
the pairs hreasoning schema/fragmenti they analyze coincide with propositional
disjunctive logic programming under some semantics. The complexity of other
fragments are analyzed by Eiter and Gottlob [15]. Giannotti et al. [21] study the
semantics of non-disjunctive Datalog plus Choice by providing a correspondence
between these programs and certain Datalog programs with stable model semantics.
Both Refs. [5,6,8,15] and [21] do not discuss the expressive power of those languages.
In particular, we have shown here that the class of stratified H DD programs is not
capable of expressing all polynomial time queries.
We close this section by referring to some papers presenting results we have used
here. Baudinet et al. [4] discuss temporal deductive databases, i.e., databases
modeling worlds where the validity of formulas is not forever, but is timed. They
define Datalog1s, which is syntactically similar to our sDD, but disjunctions are
not allowed. This fact and the dierent semantics adopted thereby induce quite
dierent computational properties for Datalog1s and sDD programs (see also Ref.
[12]).
Zaniolo et al. [40] define XY-stratification for non-disjunctive rules. They show
that (contrary to local stratification) XY-stratification is decidable and the same time
allows a much higher degree of flexibility than simple stratification.
6. Conclusions
Disjunctive Datalog is often advantageous over ordinary Datalog from the
standpoint of expressibility and naturalness. For example, the knowledge represen-
tation system dlv [17] is based on disjunctive logic programming and can be used for
network diagnosis and for computing prime implicants of a CNF propositional
theory.
In its more general forms, disjunctive Datalog is computationally demanding,
since its data complexity is located (depending on the chosen semantics) between
the classes coNP and R3P . The analysis of the computational properties (complexity
and expressive power) of these highly complex fragments of disjunctive Datalog has
been recently carried out by several authors. In this paper, we have focused our
attention on tractable fragments of disjunctive Datalog. Several of these polynomial
time fragments were already known, but none of them can be considered completely
satisfactory as they both impose severe constraints in the use of disjunctions and they
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feature limited expressive power. Among these fragments, SH DD programs are
particularly relevant to our purpose. This class features a polynomial-time data
complexity under non-deterministic reasoning. Its expressive power was not precisely
characterized though. A first result presented in this paper is that the functional
fragment of SH DD programs does not express all polynomial-time queries.
Therefore, we have investigated the possibility of obtaining more expressive
fragments of disjunctive Datalog, while staying within the borders of
polynomial-time data complexity. In fact, in this paper, two generalizations of SH
DD programs have been defined and their computational properties studied: SPH
DD programs and sB DD programs. In particular, we were able to prove that the
functional fragment of sB DD programs is able to express all polynomial-time
queries.
sB DD programs are obtained by compiling XY-SPH DD programs. Practically,
this means that programs written in XY-SPH DD can be computed in polynomial
time provided that we are interested only in one arbitrary model in which terms with
nesting level higher than the size of the active domain are excluded.
The fact that the classes identified in this paper can be computed in polynomial
time can have a significant influence on ecient computation of stable models.
For example, it has been shown that by using modular evaluation techniques, that
is, by using polynomial algorithms for computing stable models of portions of the
programs which are HCF, we can obtain a substantial speed up in computation
[17,27].
Two main problems were left open in this paper:
(i) What is the expressive power of the class of SPH DD programs? Our conjecture
is that this class is not general enough as to have its functional fragment express all
polynomial-time queries.
(ii) Is there a function-free fragment of disjunctive Datalog capable to express all
polynomial-time queries?
We leave these issues as the subjects of future investigations.
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Appendix A. Index of main concepts defined in the paper
For readers’ convenience, following are two lists. The first one is a list of the
main concepts we have used throughout the paper along with pointers to their
definition. The second one is an analogous list including the DD fragments we have
discussed. Those DD fragments marked by  are new fragments defined for the first
time in this paper.
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Appendix B. Proofs
In this section we provide proofs of the results presented in the paper, plus some
further definitions and technical lemmas needed in proofs. We begin with a prelim-
inary definition and result.
Following Ref. [5], we define a proof of an atom to be a sequence of rules that can
be used to derive the atom from the program. Formally, an atom A has a proof w.r.t.
a set of atoms M and a ground program P if and only if there is a sequence of rules
d1; . . . ; dn from P such that:
(i) for each rule di, one and only one of the atoms that appear in its head belongs to
M (this atom will be denoted hMdi),
(ii) A  hMdn,
(iii) the body of each di is satisfied by M, and
(iv) the body of d1 does not contain positive literals and, for each i > 1, each atom
that appears positive in the body of di is equal to hMdj for some 16 j < i.
Definitions
Computable query Definition 2.1
C-recognizable query Definition 2.2
Capturing of a complexity class Definition 2.3
Limited and extended component Definition 2.4
Stable model Definition 2.11
DD query form Definition 2.12
Queries defined by a DD query form Definition 2.13
Functional fragment Definition 2.14
X and Y rules Definition 4.2
XY-component Definition 4.3
Priming Definition 4.4
Stage stratification Definition 4.6
S-Bounded version of a program Definition 4.12
Lang. fragments
DD Disjunctive Datalog Section 2.2
ST DD Stratified disjunctive Datalog Definition 2.5
Semi-positive DD* Semi-positive disjunctive Datalog Definition 2.7
H DD Head-cycle-free disjunctive Datalog Definition 2.8
SH DD Stratified Head-cycle-free disjunctive Datalog Definition 2.10
PH DD* Pseudo-head-cycle-free disjunctive Datalog Definition 3.3
sDD* S-disjunctive Datalog Section 4
XY-stratified sDD* XY-stratified s-disjunctive Datalog Definition 4.5
XY-SPH sDD* XY-stratified PH s-disjunctive Datalog Definition 4.8
sB DD* S-Bounded s-disjunctive Datalog Definition 4.13
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Theorem B.1 (From Ref. [5]). A set of atoms M is a stable model of a locally head-
cycle-free program P if and only if:
(i) M satisfies each rule in P, and
(ii) for each atom A in M, there is a proof of A w.r.t grP  and M.
B.1. Proofs of results of Section 2
Proposition 2.6. A disjunctive program P is stratified if and only if GGP does not con-
tain negative cycles (i.e., all components of P are positive).
Proof. Let P be a DD program. First, we will show that if P is stratified, then
GGP does not contain negative cycles. Assume by contradiction that there is a cycle
in GGP that contains at least one negative arc. It has to be an arc from a predicate
to a rule. Let p; d be such an arc. It means that p appears negative in the body of
d, and, consequently, the stratum index of p must be strictly smaller than the level
of d. The fact that this negative arc is a part of a cycle means that there is a path
from d to p. By a simple inductive argument on the length of this path it follows
that the level of d is not bigger than the stratum index of p, which is a contradic-
tion to our assumption. Therefore, we conclude that P does not contain negative
components.
To prove the other direction, assume that GGP does not contain negative cycles,
i.e., no strongly connected component of GGP contains negative arcs. We can build a
topological sorting of strongly connected components of GGP and set the level of
each component according to the place of that component in the topological sorting.
All the predicate names belonging to the same component will get the level of that
component as their stratum index. Since all the predicate names appearing in the
head of the same rule belong to the same component, they will have the same stra-
tum index. This closes the proof. 
B.2. Proofs of results of Section 3
Theorem 3.1. Every SH DD program P can be transformed in polynomial time into a
ST DD program P 0 such that for each relational database DB, the stable model of
P 0
S
PDB is also a stable model of P
S
PDB.
Proof. Let P be an SH DD program. Consider the following algorithm:
1. Let i : 0; P0 : P .
2. Let i : i 1. Let D be the set of all disjunctive rules in Piÿ1.
If D  ;,
let P 0 : Piÿ1 and return P 0.
Else,
let H : Sd2D nameÿ headd, and let D be a non-empty sink7 of all the
predicate names in H.
7 Given a DD program P and set of predicate names Y in P ;X  Y will be called a sink ofY i (a) all the
atoms in X are in the same strongly connected component in GP , and (b) for each atom A in Y ÿ X , there is
no path in GP from any of the atoms in X to A.
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Let D0 be the set of all rules in D containing in their heads predicate names from
D.
Let Pi be a program obtained from Piÿ1 by deleting from the head of each d 2 D0
each atom A with predicate name from H ÿ D and adding the literal not A to
the body of d.
Repeat step 2.
where name-head is a function that, given a rule d, returns the predicate names that
appear in the rule head.
First, we prove the following lemma:
Lemma B.2. By the end of each iteration i; Pi is SH DD.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the iteration i.
Case i  0: When we finish step 1 of the algorithm, P0 is P and, therefore, SH DD.
Case i > 0: By the induction hypothesis, Piÿ1 is SH DD. Note that throughout the
execution of step 2 no positive edge is being added to GPiÿ1 , the dependency graph of
Piÿ1. As a result, no positive cycle is being added to GPiÿ1 , and Pi is H DD.
By Proposition 2.6, Pi is stratified i its general dependency graph does not con-
tain negative cycles. In step 2 we find the sink D of all the predicate names in the
heads of rules in D, the set of all disjunctive rules in Piÿ1. Since Piÿ1 is H DD, the head
of each d 2 D0 contains exactly one predicate name from D. Consider a rule d 2 D0
before the execution of step 2:
C1 j    j Cj j    j Cn  A1; . . . ;Am; not B1; . . . ; not Bk B:1
After this step, this rule will become
Cj  A1; . . . ;Am; not B1; . . . ; not Bk; not C1; . . . ; not Cjÿ1; not Cj1; . . .
B:2
By the induction hypothesis, Piÿ1 is stratified. We will show that the execution of
step 2 does not add negative cycles in GGPiÿ1 , the general dependency graph of Piÿ1.
By induction hypothesis and by Proposition 2.6, GGPiÿ1 does not contain negative
cycles. Therefore, in order to prove that GGPi does not contain negative cycles, it
is enough to prove that for each d 2 D0;GGPi does not contain a directed path from
the predicate name of Cj to any of the predicate names of C1; . . . ;Cjÿ1;Cj1; . . . ;Cn.
We will show that for each p 2 D and q 2 H ÿ D such that q is in the head of a
rule from D0 in Piÿ1:
(i) there is no positive path from p to q in GGPi ;
(ii) there is no negative path from p to q in GGPi ;
W.l.o.g. we will consider only acyclic paths.
(i) Assume by contradiction that GGPi contains a positive path from p to q. Note
that since the ith execution of step 2 adds only negative edges to the dependency
graph of Piÿ1, D remains the sink of all the predicate names in H after this step. Since
p 2 D and q 2 H ÿ D, the positive path from p to q cannot contain only edges labeled
l (edges that belong also to the dependency graph of Pi).
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Therefore, there exist a predicate name s and a rule r in Pi such that the edge s! r
is the first edge labeled l0 on the positive path from p to q. Clearly, r must be a dis-
junctive rule containing at least two predicate names in the head, since otherwise we
could not reach q from r. It must be the case that the predicate name s belongs to H
and does not belong to D as the rule r is still disjunctive in Pi. However, there is a
positive path from p to s that does not contain edges labeled l0, which is a contradic-
tion to the previous considerations.
(ii) Assume now that GGPi contains a negative path from p to q. We will call the
edge in GGPi old when it belongs also to GGPiÿ1 . First, we will show that it cannot be
the case that GGPiÿ1 contains the negative path from p to q. Indeed, if p and q are in
the head of the same rule in Piÿ1, there is a contradiction to the stratifiability of Piÿ1.
If p is in the head of some rule r1, and q 2 H ÿ D is in the head of another rule r2 6 r1
such that r2 2 D0, there must be a predicate name s 2 D in the head of r2, and it must
be the case that p; q and r belong to the same strongly connected component in
GGPiÿ1 , which is again the contradiction to the stratifiability of Piÿ1.
Therefore, we conclude that the negative path from p to q must contains at least
one edge added to GGPiÿ1 on the ith iteration. Let the edge from a predicate name s to
a predicate name t be the first such edge on the negative path from p to q. It means
that GGPi contains a path from p to s. Clearly, s 2 H ÿ D and there is a rule d in D0
with s in the head. By (1), this path can not be positive. Since it contains only edges
belonging to GGPi , it can not be negative either as shown above.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (continued). Clearly, the algorithm terminates after at most n
iterations where n is the number of rules in P, while each iteration takes a time linear
in the size of P. When the algorithm terminates, P 0 is non-disjunctive and stratified
(Lemma B.2). We will show now that for each relational database DB, the stable
model of P 0
S
PDB is also a stable model of P
S
PDB. Let M be a stable model of
P 0. By the way P 0 was constructed, it is easy to see that M does not violate any rule
in P. To show that M is stable, we use Theorem B.1, noting that M is stable with
respect to P. 
Theorem 3.2. There exists a query in DB–P which cannot be expressed in func(SH
DD).
Proof. It is known that stratified Datalog is not able to express all polynomial-time
queries. Therefore, in order to prove the theorem, it is sucient to show that
func(SH DD) is not more expressive than stratified Datalog. This follows from
Theorem 3.1. 
Proposition 3.5. Pseudo-head-cycle-freeness of a DD program P of size n can be
checked in time On.
Proof. We begin by noting that the second condition in the definition of PH DD
(Definition 3.3) programs is equivalent to the following:
20. for each predicate symbol p appearing more than once in the head of a rule in P,
(i) there is no rule in P where p appears both positive in the body and in the
head;
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(ii) the strongly connected component of GP that contains p does not contain
any other predicate symbol.
To show the equivalence, it is enough to prove that condition 20 above implies con-
dition (ii) of Definition 3.3 (the other direction is straightforward). Thus, assume by
contradiction that both conditions (i) and (ii) hold, and there is a non-trivial path
from p to itself in GP . This path cannot consist of two edges, because in this case
there is a rule d in P such that p appears positive in the body of d and in the head
of d, which is a contradiction. This path cannot also consist of more than two edges,
since p cannot share its strongly connected component with other predicate symbols.
Using this equivalence, we can define an algorithm for checking pseudo-head-
cycle-freeness as follows:
(i) Construct the positive dependency graph of P.
(ii) Find its strongly connected components. This can be done in time linear in the
size of the graph [35].
(iii) Assign to each predicate name the number of its component in the topological
sorting.
(iv) For each rule, check if there are two distinct predicate names in its head that
belong to the same strongly connected component (i.e., check if the same compo-
nent number appears twice in the head of the rule).
(v) Identify and mark all predicate names that appear more than once in the head
of some rule.
(vi) For each rule, check that none of marked predicate names appears both pos-
itive in the body of the rule and in the head of the rule.
(vii) Check that no marked predicate name shares its component with other pred-
icate names. This check can be done using the list of strongly connected compo-
nents constructed in step 2 and the numbers of components assigned to each
predicate name in step 3.
The correctness of the algorithm above immediately derives from Definition 3.3
and the equivalence proved above. Moreover, it is immediately seen that each step
is done in linear time and, therefore the whole algorithm is linear. 
Next, we are going to prove Theorem 3.6. Before doing so, we need some defini-
tions and technical lemmas, that are reported below.
Lemma B.3. Algorithm MFSP (shown in Fig. 1) taking as input parameters a semi-
positive PH program P and a set of ground atoms E generates a stable model
of P
SfA j A 2 Eg.
Proof. The proof uses the Algorithm Long-MF in Fig. 6. Algorithm Long-MF is ac-
tually Algorithm MFSP with the underlined text added to it. For steps 1, 2, 3.1, and
3.2, it is easy to see that the algorithm Long-MF does exactly the same what the
MFSP does, except that it uses some indexes and additional sets that will be employed
in the proof. In the long version of step 3.3, instead of jumping to step 2 directly, we
perform actions which are equivalent to the actions in step 2: we test the conditions
mentioned in step 2 and then either repeat step 3 or go to step 2. Hence, algorithm
Long-MF computes the same model as algorithm MFSP . 
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We need the following lemmas.
Lemma B.4. The algorithm SMF (shown in Fig. 2) generates a minimal Herbrand
model of the input set of instances.
Proof. Let D be the input set of instances. The algorithm SMF terminates after
executing steps 2 and 3 at most n times, where n is the total number of atoms in
the heads of instances in D. It cannot be the case that throughout the execution of
the algorithm, there is a rule instance without atoms in the head, since we never
delete the last atom form the head of an instance. Moreover, we never delete an
instance without adding its head atom to M first. Therefore, when the algorithm
terminates, all original instances are satisfied. The model M is minimal, since atoms
are added to M only if all other atoms in the head of the same instance are already
deleted. 
Fig. 6. Long-MF – proof version of the algorithm MFSP .
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Lemma B.5. Let M 0 be a set of predicate names, and let D be a set of ground instances
such that for each instance d in D; jhead-outd;M 0jP 2 and jname-head-
outd;M 0j  1, and let X SMFSd2D head-inst-out(d;M 0)). For any atom A in X,
there is an instance d in D such that A is the only atom in head-outd;M 0 that belongs
to X.








Since every instance in
S
d2D head-inst-out(d;M
0) has en empty body, the proof se-
quence of each atom A 2 X consists of a single instance such that A is the only atom
in its head that belongs to X. Therefore, for each A 2 X , there is an instance d 2 D
such that A is the only atom in head-outd;M 0 that belongs to X. 
Lemma B.6. Let P be a semi-positive PH DD program and E be a set of ground at-
oms, and let Long-MFSP P ;E  M . For any atom A in M, if levelA  i; j, then
there is an atom B in M such that levelB  i; 0 and there is a path from the pred-
icate name of B to the predicate name of A in GP .
Proof. We proceed by induction on j.
Case j  0: The condition clearly holds (take B  A).
Case j  k, where k > 0: Since for any atom A added to M in step 1, 3.1 or 3.2,
levelA  n; 0 for some n, it must be the case that A was added to M in step 2.
Consider the execution of step 2 when j  k (j as in Step 2 of the algorithm). It must
be the case that there is an instance d of a rule in P such that head-outd;M 0  fAg
and there is an atom D in the body of d such that levelD  i; k ÿ 1 (otherwise, A
would belong to a lower level). Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, the lemma
holds. 
Lemma B.7. Let P be a semi-positive PH DD program and E be a set of ground at-
oms, and let Long-MFSP P ;E  M . For any atom B with predicate name p such that
levelB  i; 0, and for each predicate name q such that q 2 Y n for some 06 n < i,
there is no non-trivial path from p to q in GP , the positive dependency graph of P.
Proof. By induction on i.
Case i  0: The condition trivially holds.
Case i  k, where k > 0: Since k > 0, it cannot be the case that B was added to M
in step 1. We will consider two cases, (1) B was added to M in step 3.1 or 3.2, and (2)
B was added to M in step 2.
1. Suppose that B was added to M in step 3.1 or 3.2. By Lemma B.5, it must be the
case that B is in the head of an instance d of the form
B j B1 j    j Bs  A1; . . . ;Ar; not C1; . . . ; not Cl:
The body of d is satisfied by M when iteration is set to k; 0. Assume that r 6 0. It is
clear that for each At; 16 t6 r; levelAt  u; v for some u < k. Let w; z be the
highest level of any of A1; . . . ;Ar, and assume D is one of A1; . . . ;Ar having level
w; z. Suppose that q belongs to Y t for some 06 t < w. By Lemma B.6, there must
be an atom B0 in M such that levelB0  w; 0 and there is a path from the predi-
cate name of B0 to the predicate name of D. So there is a non-trivial path from the
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predicate name of B0 to q. However, q is in Y t, a contradiction to the induction hy-
pothesis. Suppose now that w6 t < k ÿ 1 or r  0. Since starting iteration w; z (it-
eration 0; 0 if r  0), the body of d is satisfied by M, and head-outd;M 0P 2; d
belongs to D in each execution of step 3. Therefore, q can be either equal to p (in
the case that q was added to M 0 in step 3.1 or 3.2 when d 62 D0), or can be the source
of p (in the case that q was added to M 0 in step 3.2 when d 2 D0, or 3.3). If q is a
source of p, there is no non-trivial path from p to q by the definition of source. If
p  q, there is no non-trivial path from p to p by the definition of PH DD programs.
2. Suppose now that B was added to M in step 2. As in the previous case, B is in
the head of some instance d of the form
B j B1 j    j Bs  A1; . . . ;Ar; not C1; . . . ; not Cl
The body of d is satisfied by M when iteration is set to k; 0, and since P is semi-pos-
itive, all the Cis do not belong to E, the input set of ground atoms. Assume that
r 6 0. Let w; z be the highest level of any of A1; . . . ;Ar, and assume D is one of
A1; . . . ;Ar having level w; z. If w < k and 06 t < w, we can show that there is no
path from p to q using the induction hypothesis (see case (1)). If w < k and
w6 t < k ÿ 1, or r  0, q must belong to the source of p, and there cannot be a
non-trivial path from p to q. If w  k;D was added to M in step 3.1 or 3.2. We have
already shown in case (1) that there cannot be a non-trivial path from the predicate
name of D to q. Therefore, there is no non-trivial path from p to q. 
Corollary 1. For each atom D with predicate name p such that level D  i; j for
some i; j, and for each predicate name q such that q 2 Y t for some 06 t < i, there
is no non-trivial path from p to q.
Proof. Suppose D is an atom with predicate name p such that levelD  i; j for
some i; j. By Lemma B.6, there is an atom B in M MFP ;E with predicate name
s such that levelB  i; 0 and there is a path from s to p in GP . By Lemma B.7, for
each predicate name q such that q 2 Y t for some 06 t < i, there is no non-trivial
path from s to q. So there cannot be a non-trivial path from p to q (otherwise there
is a path from s to q via p). 
Lemma B.8. The following invariants hold throughout the execution of the algorithm
MFSP P ;E:
(i) Every atom in M has a proof w.r.t M and P
SfA j A 2 Eg.
(ii) For each ground instance of grP  violated by M, there is an atom in its head with
predicate name that does not belong to M 0.
Proof. First, we prove claim invariant no. 1. Clearly, every atom in E has a proof
w.r.t. P
SfA j A 2 Eg and M. It is easy to observe that every atom in M ÿ E also
has a proof w.r.t. P
SfA j A 2 Eg and M. We start the algorithm by adding all
atoms from E to M (step 1). Whenever we add an atom A to M in step 2, it is the
case that there is an instance d of a rule in P such that the body of d is satisfied
by M (all the ground atoms that appear positive in the body of d belong to M
and all the ground atoms that appear negative in the body of d do not belong to
M) and A is the only ground atom in the head of d that belongs to M and its pred-
icate name does not belong to M 0. Whenever we add an atom A to M in step 3.1 or
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3.2, by Lemma B.5, there is an instance d of a rule in P such that the body of d is
satisfied by M ;A is the only ground atom in the head of d that belongs to M, and
its predicate name is already in M 0. Since no ground atom with predicate name from
M 0 can be added to M in a later iteration, and since no predicate name can be deleted
from M 0, no other ground atom in the head of d will be added to M. Note that since
P is semi-positive, the body of d will never become violated by M in later iterations,
because no atom that appear negative in the body of d can be added to M. Conse-
quently, we conclude that for each atom in M there is a proof w.r.t.
P
SfA j A 2 Eg and M.
Invariant no. 2 sure holds when we finish step 1 of the algorithm, because M 0 is
empty. Hypothetically, this invariant could become false after execution of com-
mands that add atoms to M or predicate names to M 0. The algorithm MFSP contains
the following commands: ‘‘M : M SX ’’ in step 2, 3.1 and 3.2, ‘‘M 0 : M 0SH ’’ in
step 3.1, and ‘‘M 0 : M 0S S in step 3.2 and 3.3. We will show that if the invariant
holds just before we execute these commands, it holds also after.
First, we will show that if invariant no. 2 holds before the execution of command
‘‘M : M SX ’’ in step 2, 3.1 or 3.2, it holds also after the execution of this command.
Suppose we execute the command ‘‘M : M SX ’’ when iteration is set to i; j for
some i; j. Note that for each A 2 X , we have levelA  i; j. Suppose invariant
no. 2 was valid just before executing ‘‘M : M SX ’’. Further, assume by contradic-
tion that after executing the command there is an instance d in grP  which is violat-
ed by M and the predicate names of all atoms in its head belong to M 0. It must be the
case that there is some atom A in the body of d which belongs to X (otherwise,
invariant no. 2 would not hold just before executing ‘‘M : M SX ’’). Since
iteration  i; j, all predicate names added so far to M 0 must belong to Y t for some
t < i. By Corollary 1, none of the predicate names in the head of d was added to M 0
so far. So there must be a predicate name in the head of d that does not belong to M 0.
In step 3.1 we execute the command ‘‘M 0 : M 0SH ’’ just before the command
‘‘M : M SX ’’, and by Lemma B.4, there are no violated instances after the execu-
tion of ‘‘M : M SX ’’, so if invariant no. 2 holds before the execution of these two
commands, it trivially holds also after.
In step 3.2 we execute the command ‘‘M 0 : M 0S S’’ just before the command
‘‘M : M SX ’’. In step 3.2 jSj  1. Let S  fpg. By Lemma B.4, the execution of
the command ‘‘M : M SX ’’ satisfies all the instances in D0, the set of all instances
in D such that their heads contain only atoms with predicate name p or predicate
names from M 0. The head of each instance in Dÿ D0 contains at least one ground
atom with predicate name that does not belong to M 0 and dierent from p. Therefore,
it must be the case that if invariant no. 2 holds just before the execution of the pair of
commands ‘‘M 0 : M 0S S’’ and ‘‘M : M SX ’’ in step 3.2, it holds also after.
Suppose we execute the command ‘‘M 0 : M 0S S in step 3.3. Note that before the
execution of this command it is the case that the heads of all instances in D, the set of
all instances violated by M, contain at least two ground atoms whose predicate
names do not belong to M 0. Now, it cannot be the case that there are two ground
atoms in the head of the same instance such that their predicate names belong to
S, because jSj > 1; P is PHDD, and all predicate names in S belong to the same
strongly connected component of the dependency graph of P. So it must be the case
that invariant no. 2 holds after the execution of the command ‘‘M 0 : M 0S S in step
3.3. 
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Proof of Lemma B.3 (continued). First we show that the algorithm terminates. Sup-
pose that the input is a semi-positive PHDD P and the set of ground atoms E, and let
P 0  P SfA j A 2 Eg. At step 1 we add atoms from E to M. At the end of step 2 at
least one atom fromHP 0 is added to M or we jump to step 3. At step 3, the algorithm
either adds at least one atom from HP 0 to M (steps 3.1 and 3.2), or adds at least one
predicate name to M 0, or stops. Since: (1) it is always the case that M HP 0 , (2) HP 0
is finite, (3) M 0 is finite, and (4) the algorithm stops when all predicate names from P
are in M 0, the algorithm must terminate. It is left to show that when the algorithm
terminates, M is a stable model of P 0. Note that M is a stable model of P 0 if and only
if it is a stable model of grP 0. By Theorem B.1, it is enough to show that when the
algorithm terminates:
(i) M is a model of P 0.
(ii) Every atom in M has a proof w.r.t. M and grP 0.
We proved in Lemma B.8 that (ii) holds. Using Lemma B.8 (ii), we can show that
(i) holds as well. Indeed, by Lemma B.8 (ii), for each ground instance of a rule in P 0
violated by M, there is an atom in its head with predicate names that does not belong
to M 0. On the other hand, the algorithm does not terminate until all such instances
are satisfied. Hence, M is a stable model of P 0.
Lemma B.9. Algorithm MFSP P ;E (shown in Fig. 1) runs in polynomial time in the
size of E.
Proof. Let P be a semi-positive PH DD program and E be a set of ground atoms. Let
PE be the extensional component of P (the collection of facts) and let PI be the inten-
tional component of P. Let n be the size (characters) of PE and l be the size of E. Let
m be the number of distinct predicate names occurring in P. Let k be be the maxi-
mum arity of any predicate in P. Recalling that, under the data complexity measure,
PI is assumed fixed, it is immediate to deduce that the maximum size of any model
resulting from running MFSP on P and E is On lkm. Note moreover that the
maximum size of M 0 is Om. Now we have:
(i) Step 1 of MFSP takes Ol time;
(ii) Step 2 (construction of D and X and update of M) takes On lkm;
(iii) Step 3 (construction of D;H and S and update of M and M 0) takes
On lkm.
The statement then follows by noting that:
(i) each time step 2 is executed it either adds (at least) one new atom to M, or
jumps to step 3;
(ii) each time step 3 is executed it either adds at least one new atom to M and one
new predicate name to M 0 (steps 3.1 and 3.2), or just adds at least one predicate
name to M 0 (step 3.3), or stops returning M;
(iii) m is a constant. 
Definition B.10 (Local level). Let P be a locally stratified disjunctive logic program.
Let D be the set of all ground instances of rules in P, and let S1; S2; . . . ; Sk be first k
levels of D according to some stratification S. Let s  fj1; j2; . . . ; jmg be a set of in-
tegers such that 0  j1 < j2 < j3 <    < jm  k. D1;D2; . . . ;Dn are called the first n
local level sets of P according to S and s, where for each 16 i6 n  mÿ 1;
Di  Sji1
S   S Sji1 .
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The following lemma claims that you can divide a stratified program in layers of
rules which comply with its stratification and then compute its stable model layer by
layer.
Lemma B.11. Let P be a locally stratified disjunctive logic program, and let
D1;D2; . . . ;Dn be first n local level sets of P according to some stratification S and some
set of integers s. Let SMAD;E be any algorithm that computes an arbitrary stable
model of D
SfA j A 2 Eg. Then the following iterative procedure constructs a stable
model M  Mn of D1
S
D2
S   SDn:
M0  ;; Mi  SMADi;Miÿ1 for each 16 i6 n:
Proof. The proof is by induction on j.
Case j  1: Trivial, since M1 is a stable model of D1.
Case j  k, where k > 0: Let Dk be D1
S   SDk. By induction hypothesis, during
first k ÿ 1 iterations, a stable model of Dkÿ1 is constructed. Then the algorithm SM is
applied to Dk and Mkÿ1. First we show that Mi is indeed a model of D

i and then that
each atom in Mi has a proof, in the sense of [5]. It is clear that all the instances of
rules in Dkÿ1 are satisfied by Mk, since D

k is stratified, Mkÿ1 is a model of
Dkÿ1;Mkÿ1  Mk, and Mk ÿMkÿ1 contains only atoms from the heads of instances
in Dk. Since Mk is a model of Dk
SfA j A 2 Mkÿ1g, all instances in Dk are satisfied
by Mk.
We now show that each atom in M has a proof. As Dk is stratified, atoms in Mkÿ1
do not depend on atoms in Mk ÿMkÿ1. Therefore, by induction, any atom in Mkÿ1
has a proof. Now, consider the atoms in Mk ÿMkÿ1. Since Mk is a stable model of
Dk
SfA j A 2 Mkÿ1g, for each atom A in Mk ÿMkÿ1, there exists a sequence of in-
stances d1; . . . ; dn from Dk
SfA j A 2 Mkÿ1g such that:
(i) for each rule di, one and only one of the atoms that appear in its head belongs
to Mk (this atom is denoted as hMdi);
(ii) A  hMdn;
(iii) the body of each di is satisfied by Mk;
(iv) the body of d1 does not contain positive literals and, for each i > 1, each atom
that appears positive in the body of di is equal to hMdj for some 16 j < i.
Then, by induction, it is easily seen that, for each atom A in Mk ÿMkÿ1, we can
complete the set of rules d1; . . . ; dn with other rules dn1; . . . ; dns belonging to D

kÿ1
(associated to proofs of atoms in Mkÿ1), so that dn1; . . . ; dns; d1; . . . ; dn form a proof
of this atom w.r.t. Dk and Mk. Hence, the result follows. 
Theorem 3.6. Let P be an SPH DD program and E be a set of ground atoms. Then,
MFstrat applied to P and E generates a stable model of P
SfA j A 2 Eg.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Since P is stratified, its levels define the levels of grP. The
algorithm applies the iterative procedure of Lemma B.11, when each level set of
grP  contains exactly one level. By Lemmas B.3 and B.11, the algorithm is therefore
correct.
Theorem 3.7. Let P be an SPH DD program and E be a set of ground atoms. Then,
MFstrat applied to P and E runs in polynomial time in the size of E.
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Proof. The result immediately follows from Lemma B.9, by noting that, under
the data complexity measure, the number of strata is to be considered a
constant. 
B.3. Proofs of results of Section 4
Following Ref. [40], we can prove the following result, which will be used later.
Lemma B.12. Each XY-stratified component C is locally stratified according to a
stage stratification of HC.
Proof. We will show that for every ground instance d of a rule in C:
(i) All the atoms that appear in the head of d have the same stratum index c.
(ii) The stratum index of each atom that appears positive in the body of d is less
than or equal to c.
(iii) The stratum index of each atom that appears negative in the body of d is
strictly less than c.
Note that all the atoms in the head of d have the same nesting n of function
symbol s in the stage argument, since C is an XY-component. Let r be a total num-
ber of strata in the primed stratification of C. Since primed version of C is strat-
ified, primed versions of predicate names of all atoms in the head of d have the
same stratum index i in the primed stratification of C. It is then clear that the claim
i holds – the stratum index of each atom in the head of d is equal to n  r  i. If d
is a non-recursive rule, claims ii and iii are obvious, since the stratum index of at-
oms with non-recursive predicate names is always 0. Assume now that d is a recur-
sive rule. Let A be a positive (negative) body atom of d, and let j be the stratum
index of the primed version of the A’s predicate name p in the primed stratification
of C. If p is unprimed in d, then its stage argument has nesting nÿ 1, and the
stratum index of A is nÿ 1  r  j, which is strictly smaller than n  r  i. If
the predicate name of A is primed, then the predicate names of all the atoms in
the head of d are also primed, and j6 i (j < i, in case A is a negative atom),
and, therefore, the stratum of A; n  r  j, is less or equal (strictly less) than the
stratum of head atoms of d, n  r  i. The above considerations prove the claims
ii and iii. 
Proposition B.13. Each ST DD program is XY-stratified.
Proof. Straightforward. 
Theorem 4.7. If an sDD program is XY-stratified then it is locally stratified.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma B.12. 
Proposition 4.10. Let DB be an input database. Then, for every stable model M
of Pl [ PDB, the extension of the predicate successor in M encodes an ordering of the
database domain.
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Proof. Let s00 denote 0. It is obvious that the extension of D in M stores the set of
constants occurring in DB. In order to prove the statement, by rule (r10), it is
sucient to show that in every stable model M of Pl [ PDB, a one-to-one relationship
fl is encoded between constants in D and initial interval of positive integers, as
follows:
for each a; b 2 D and for each k > 0; succsk0; a; b 2 M if and only if
flb  k ÿ 1; fla  k. To this aim, we will show the following points:
(i) for each k P 0, there exists at most one atom of the form succsk0; a; b
belonging to M;
(ii) succ0; a;min 2 M for some a 2 D;
(iii) M  succsk0; a; b ^ 9cDc ^ :usedsk0; c for some a if and only if
M  succsk10; c0; a ^ usedsk10; c0 for some c0 such that M2usedsk0; c0;
(iv) for each k P 0; fc j usedsk0; c 2 Mg  fc j usedsk10; c 2 Mg  D.
(Point i) We proceed by induction on k.
Case k  0: Assume by contradiction that succ0; a; b 2 M and succ0; a0; b0 2 M ,
for some couple of pairs ha; bi 6 ha0; b0i. Since M is stable, there must be a ground in-
stance rule from grPl [ PDB supporting the two atoms. The only usable rule is (r3).
Therefore, b  b0  min. Therefore, it must be the case that a 6 a0. Moreover, since
M is stable, WitDa and WitDa0must belong to M. In turn, it follows from the stability
of M and rule (r2) that M  :thisDa ^ :thisDa0 ^Da ^ Da0. Therefore, the fol-
lowing ground instance of rule (r1) is violated by M, a contradiction with M being a
model:
thisDa j thisDa0  Da;Da0; a 6 a0:
Case k  h, where h > 0: Assume by contradiction that succsk0; a; b 2 M
and succsk0; a0; b0 2 M , for some couple of pairs ha; bi 6 ha0; b0i. Since M is
stable, there must be a ground instance rule from grPl [ PDB supporting the two
atoms. The only usable rule is (r7). Since M is stable, it follows that
M  Witcandsk0; a; b ^ Witcandsk0; a0; b0. It then follows from the stability of M
and rule (r6) that M  candsk0; a; b ^ candsk0; a0; b0 ^ :selectsk0; a; b
^:selectsk0; a; b. It then follows from rule (r4) and the stability of M that
M  succskÿ10; b; c ^ succskÿ10; b0; c0, for some c; c0. It follows from the induc-
tion hypothesis that b  b0 and c  c0. Therefore, it must be the case that a 6 a0.
Consider now the following ground instance of rule (r5):
selectsk0; a; b j selectsk0; a0; b  candsk0; a; b;
candsk0; a0; b; a 6 a0
This instance is not satisfied by M, a contradiction with M being a model.
(Point ii) Consider the set of ground instances of rule (r1). Among those, note that
each rule with head of the form thisDb j thisDb0 with b 6 b0 has its body satisfied
by M. Since M is a model, at least one among the atoms appearing in each such rule
heads must be in M. Moreover, since M is stable, M must satisfy all atoms of the
form thisDb, where b 2 D, except for one, say thisDa. Then, M  :thisDa. There-
fore, since M is a model, it follows from rule (r3) that M  succ0; a;min.
(Point iii) (Only if part) Assume M  succsk0; a; b and there exists c 2 D such
that M2usedsk0; c. Two cases are to be considered:
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• Assume that there exists a unique c 2 D such that M 2 usedsk0; c. In this case,
by rule (r4), for just this unique constant c, it follows that M  candsk10; c; a,
as M is a model. Therefore, all ground instances of rule (r5) obtained by substi-
tuting I with sk10 and X with a have their body false w.r.t. M. As M is stable,
it follows that M  :selectsk10; c0; a, for any c0 2 D. Therefore, by rules (r6)
and (r7) and since M is a model, it follows that M  succsk10; c; a.
• Assume that there exist at least two constants c0; c00 2 D such that
M  :usedsk0; c0 ^ :usedsk0; c0. In this case, we have M  candsk10;
c; a for each constant c such that M  :usedsk0; c. By observing rules (r5),
(r6) and (r7), it is easy to see that M  succsk10; c; a for exactly one constant
c 2 D such that M 2 usedsk0; c.
In both cases, it follows from rule (r8) that M  usedsk10; c, as M is a model.
(If part) Assume M  succsk10; c; a ^ usedsk10; c; a. It follows from
Point i above that there is no other atom in M with sk10 as the first argument.
Since M is stable, there must exist a ground instance rule from Pl supporting
succsk10; c; a. The only possible supporting ground instance must have been
obtained from rule (r7). Therefore, since M is a stable model, it follows from
rules (r7) and (r6) that M  candsk10; c; a. Therefore, by rule (r4), it follows
that M  succsk0; a; b ^ :usedsk0; c for some a. This closes the proof of
Point iii.
(Point iv) Immediate from Point 3 and observing rules (r8) and (r9).
To conclude Proposition’s proof, we can draw the following reasoning. By Point
i, for each k P 0; sk0 is associated with at most one element in D. By Point iii,
terms sk0 occurring in atoms of M correspond one-to-one to one initial segment
of the integers starting with 0. It follows from Point iii and Point iv that each con-
stant in D is associated in M to at most one term sk0. It follows from Point iii
that all constants in D are associated to at least one term sk0. This closes the
proof. 
Proposition 4.11. For any input database DB, for any constant c, in any stable model
of Pl [ PDB the atom goodsk0; c holds only if k6 j DB j.
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 4.10. 
Proposition 4.14. For any XY-SPH program P, for any input database DB, for any
stable model M of sBP  [ PDB, it holds that M  M jjDBj.
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 4.11. 
Proposition 4.15. For any XY-SPH program P, for any input database DB, for any
stable model N of sBP  [ PDB there exists a stable model M of P such that
NhP i  M jjDBj.
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 4.11. 
Theorem 4.16. Let DB be an input relational database. Let hP ; ci be an sB query form.
Then the algorithm AsB returns hP ; cinDB.
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Proof. Clearly, Algorithm AsB simply applies the iterative procedure of Lemma B.11
to XY-levels of P 0  P S PDB, which are local level sets of P. It follows from Theorem
3.6 that Algorithm MFBstrat correctly computes a stable model of Pi
SfA j2 Mg,
for each stratified PH-component Pi. It is enough to show then that given a XY-
SPH-component C and a set of ground atoms G such that the predicate names of
atoms in G do not appear in the heads of rules in C, Algorithm MFXY correctly com-
putes a stable model of C
SfA j A 2 Gg.
Let CG;C0;C1; . . . be local level sets of C
SfA j A 2 Gg such that
CG  fA j A 2 Gg, and Ci; i P 0, contains all instances d of grC such that the val-
ue of the stage argument in the head of d is si0. By Lemma B.12, CG;C0;C1; . . . are
indeed local level sets of C. We will show that Algorithm MFXY implements the
iterative procedure of Lemma B.11, and therefore builds a stable model of
C
SfA j A 2 Gg. Clearly, steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm MFXY build a stable model
of CG
S







Ct. Note that, since C is XY-component, there is no need
to call MFBstrat for the whole M, and it is enough to use Mtÿ1
S
G. It follows from
Proposition 4.14 that the execution of step 5 for some j will not produce new atoms,
and the algorithm will terminate returning M. 
Theorem 4.17. Under the data complexity measure, the algorithm AsB runs in poly-
nomial time.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.7. 
Theorem 4.18. funcsBDD captures DB–P.
Proof. We have shown in Proposition 4.10 that any stable model of Pl encodes in the
relation successor a strong ordering of database domain. It is then immediate to see
that for any input database DB, the query
hsBPl; successoriDB
returns a strong ordering of DB’s domain. The result then immediately follows from
Theorem 4.9. 
Proposition 4.19. Let P be XY-SPH. Then, it is undecidable whether P is sB-
equivalent.
Proof. The proof is by reduction of the Datalog query containment problem (DQCP)
[34]. The generic instance of the Datalog query containment problem is as follows:
DQCP: Given two Datalog query forms QF  hP ; ci and QF 0  hP 0; c0i, where
ac  ac0, QF is contained by QF 0 if and only if for every input database
DB; hP ; ciDB  hP 0; c0iDB.8
8 We do not specify any subscript to query forms as skeptical, brave and non-deterministic reasoning
coincide for Datalog programs.
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The DQCP is known to be undecidable [34]. So, consider an instance I of the




Pu, where the rules in Pu
are the following:
1 p0  cX ; not c0X 
2 psY   pY 
where p is a predicate name occurring neither in P nor in P 0, X denotes a list of ac
distinct variables. We can assume w.l.o.g. that programs P and P 0 have distinct pred-
icate names in their heads. Note that no function symbols appear in P or in P 0, so
sBP  is equivalent to P and sBP 0 is equivalent to P 0. Let MP (resp., MP 0) denote
the unique minimal model of P (resp., P 0). Now we claim that I is a yes instance
of the DQCP if and only if P^ is equivalent to sBP^ . Next, we prove the claim.
(If part) Assume that P^ is equivalent to sBP . We proceed by contradiction and
assume that I is not a yes-instance of the DQCP. Therefore, there exists a database
DB and at least one ac-tuple t such that t 2 hP ; ciDB and t 62 hP 0; c0iDB. It is im-
mediate to see that P^ has a unique stable model, say N, and N coincides with
MP
S
MP 0 on the extension associated with any predicate name except for p. It also
follows that the instance of rule (1):
1 p0  ct; not c0t
has its body satisfied in MP
S
MP 0 . Since N is a model, it follows that p0 2 N . There-
fore, due to rule (2), also psj0 2 N , for any j and, therefore, P^ is not equivalent to
sBP^  (contradiction).
(Only if part) Assume that I is a yes-instance of the DQCP. Therefore, for any da-
tabase DB; hP ; ciDB  hP 0; c0iDB. Then, in N, any instance of rule (1) has its body
not satisfied. Since N is stable, it follows that p0 62 N . In turn, for the same reason,
psj0 62 N , for any j. Therefore, P^ and sBP^ are equivalent. 
Appendix C. Another example of an SPH DD program
Example C.1 (Satisfiability of a 2-CNF formula). The query form
hP2SAT ; Inconsistencyi;
where P2Sat is the following PH program, checks if a 2-CNF formula is satisfiable.
1 ClauseX ; Y ; S1; S2  ClauseY ;X ; S2; S1
2 ClauseX ; Z; S1; S2  ClauseX ; Y ; S1; n;ClauseZ; Y ; S2; p
3 Inconsistency  ClauseX ;X ; p; p;ClauseX ;X ; n; n
4 TrueX  j FalseX   ClauseX ; Y ; S1; S2
5 TrueX  j TrueY   ClauseX ; Y ; p; p
6 TrueX  j FalseY   ClauseX ; Y ; p; n
7 FalseX  j FalseY   ClauseX ; Y ; n; n
The input database consists of facts of the form ClauseX ; Y ; S1; S2, where X and Y
are variables, and S1 and S2 are the signs of X and Y, respectively. For example, the
formula
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a _ :b ^ :c _ b
will be encoded in the following database:
Clausea; b; p; n
Clausec; b; n; p
It is easy to see that hP2Sat; Inconsistencyi correctly checks 2-satisfiability. Indeed, to
determine whether the input formula is satisfiable, the program uses the resolution
technique, which is encoded in rule (2). Rule (1) is an auxiliary rule that encodes
the commutativity of the relation Clause, rule (3) encodes the inconsistency condi-
tion, and rules (4)–(7) build a satisfying truth assignment for the input formula.
The formula stored in the relation Clause is not satisfiable if and only if Inconsistency
belongs to all the models of P2Sat
S
PDB. Clearly, P2Sat is indeed SPH, since the disjunc-
tive rules it contains are rules (4)–(7), and the head of each of these rules contains
predicate names True and False, which do not appear in the body of any rule in
the program. However, it is not H DD, because of rules (5) and (7), whose heads
have a predicate symbol (True and False, respectively) appearing twice.
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